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Task Karate Food Drive a Huge Success!
Thanks to all the members of Task Karate who helped out with our food drive.
We collected a ton of food (OK, maybe not a ton, but it sure felt like it carrying it
all to my car) to help out the local Salvation Army food pantry. I couldn't fit it all in
the back of my van & and had to put some in the front seats! When I dropped it off
the lady was a little surprised at the volume of food we had. "You have know idea
how many families this will help", she said. Great job everyone!

Moriah Harter buried behind all the food we collected!

Holiday Sale on Now!
Grab a Century Holiday Gift guide at the school and check out the new items! Save
an extra 5% off our regular member discount price now through December 30th!
We will be placing an order for our Task Karate two color "Journey" logo and also
the new 2006 Martial Arts Team design which lists the name and rank of all our
members! The Journey logo can be screen printed or monogrammed. Sorry, the extra
discount does not apply to screen printed or monogrammed items. Special secret discount
of 50% off any style of gear bag is good through December to loyal newsletter readers!
Please order two weeks before the holidays to arrive by Christmas.

Rank Promotions!
DRAGON GOLD BELT
Brandon Lun
DRAGON ORANGE BELT
Kaden Arlt
DRAGON GREEN BELT
Lance Baumgartner
Dylan Adams
ORANGE BELT
Brad Schulte
GREEN BELT
Zach Harter

December Birthdays
2nd Sam Lubinsky
6th Anthony Tressic
11th Avery Laffey
15th Alex Duresky
Hayden Dovenberg
Dominic Trussoni
25th Tom Locante

Schedule for the Holidays
We will be closed from Saturday, December 23rd, to Tuesday the 26th and reopen
for classes on Wednesday the 27th. We will also be closed on Monday, January 1st, 2007!

"A man without a goal is like a ship without a rudder". Thomas
Carlyle
The New Year is always a popular time to set resolutions for the next year, but January is
too late! Take a little time during the holiday to plan ahead for the next year. Here is a good
guide to get started by one of my favorite motivational speakers Zig Ziglar.

http://www.goals2005.com/articles/zigziglargoalsetting.htm

Tuesday, January 2nd, Special New Years Training!
All Kids~ 5:00 to 6:00
All Adults~ 6:30 to 8:30 followed by Sparring.
For the first class of the year we want to see how many students we can pack in! Which group
will be bigger, kids or adults? You better be ready to sweat!

2007!
Thank you all for your help and support over the last year! I plan to make "lucky 7" my best
year yet!

